
PALOMBI SCHOOL 

Preliminary total project budget estimate  $19,776,046 
(This assumes 1-2 year projects are completed in 2020; 2-5 year projects are completed in 2024; 5-10 year 
projects are completed in 2028.  This also assumes a 15% contingency fee for unknowns or scope changes, or 
abatement.) 

 

SAFETY AND ACCESSIBILITY  $1,261,292 

Repair leak at rooftop unit saturating gypsum form board at roofing.  This is causing a musty odor in Room 110. 

Install fire alarm visual device that meets current mounting and positioning standards. 

Cabinetry at northeast corner of room is antiquated, too high above the floor for grade levels and are antiquated. Other 
storage shelving used within room are free-standing metal cabinets with cumbersome locking mechanisms and are 
rusting with sharp edges.  Replace all existing cabinetry with manufactured casework suited for the use within an art 
room that allows for proper storage, moisture resistant materials, and heavy-duty hardware. 
 
Girls Toilet Rm 1976 wing: porcelain lavatory is cracked and appears to be original to the addition.  Replace all porcelain 
wall-hung lavatories with 3-basin wash fountains. 
 
Storage 204A: Room does not have the proper fire rated systems throughout room such as door closer, fire-rated seals 
around pipe penetrations through walls, and tops of walls are not properly fire sealed for prescribed fire rating. 
 
Boys Coaches Office: homemade dutch door has shelve on office side of door and does not allow door to swing a full 90 
degrees open. This door is required for emergency egress from locker room and must open the full 90 degrees. Door is 
also delaminating along the edges above and below the latch and adjacent to the hinges.  Remove shelf from 
door/replace door with full panel flush door. 
 
Handicapped Chair Lift: Lower level door has no closer on door - it has been removed. This is a fire rated enclosure and 
must be closed at all time when not in use to maintain a protective, 1-hour fire rating.  Handicapped Chair Lift: Data 
cables and other wiring is exposed within chair lift enclosure and are penetrating wall that does not have fire sealants.  
Replace chair lift deck and anti-slip surface; (short-term) replace chair lift equipment that conforms to new safety 
standards; (longterm) Replac chair lift with fully operational elevator between upper and lower levels.   
 
Room 116, Computer Rm: door has double keyed deadbolt which does not comply with the rule of lock not requiring 
special knowledge to operate. 
 
Room 500B: door of storage room has no closer on door. This room is used as a storage room and is required to be fire 
rated. North wall is shared with upper level boys toilet room has has a major plumbing repair. Wall was patched with 
drywall that is intermittently screwed to masonry wall. This repair does not meet the fire separation requirements for 
this room. 
 
Gymnasium: sound levels within gym are excessively high and distortion.  installation of sound attenuation panels on 
walls and ceilings to help reduce reduce sound reverberation and increase sound absorption. 
 
Gymnasium: Public address system is too localized and causes distortion and makes for high reverberation throughout 
space.  Install sound distribution system that allows for zoned and control sound distribution through public address or 
broadcast over radio or network. 
 
Boys & Girls Toilets - 1992 add'n: Countertops are in a state of disrepair with large beads of silicone caulking where 
backsplashes have been removed, and self-rimming sinks are causing plastic laminate veneer to become water- logged, 



warped and delaminating from wood substrate.  Full replacement of ceiling system, wash fountains, toilets, partitions 
and flooring. 
 
Egress/Entrances 10 & 11 do not have sidewalks leading to doors for patrons exiting building. Standing water also 
collects in these areas outside the entrance and collects standing water, mud, and attract mosquitos.  Install a 
connection sidewalk to these entrances and regrade area for positive drainage away from the building to eliminate 
standing water, mud, and insects. 
 
Replace eye wash system in science rooms. 
 
Replace receptacles with "GFCI" type. 
 
The facility does not have an emergency/standby generator to provide power in the event of an emergency.  Purchase 
generator. 
 
Duct tape is used to cover locations of removed breakers in the distribution panel. Provide permanent filler plate to 
protect internal components. 
 
Replace exterior lighting with new LED type. 
  
 
 

KEEP WATER OUT  $156,000 
1976 & 1985 Classrooms: windows are original and still have 1/4" non- insulating glass. Upper overhangs and lower 
glazed panels are asbestos-containing transition. Perimeter sealant is antiquated brittle and chaulking.  
Recommendation: replace window systems and overhang construction at flour classrooms. 
 
 

EQUIPMENT  and SYSTEM UPGRADES  $2,453,100 
Fitness 400: Improper zoning on VVT system will not allow cooling in heating seasonRemove space from VVT system and 
provide new RTU for separate control. Room is an interior room and the rest of the rooms on the system are perimeter 
rooms calling for heat in the winter.   
 
Maintenance 111A, Maintenance 323, Fitness 400, Fitness 500: Existing exhaust is insufficient to remove 
chemical/rubber smells.  Provide new exhaust fan. 
 
Gymnasium 501: Heating only AHU's serving gym do not allow district to provide A/C during assembly events and 
graduation. (2) Gymnasium AHU's are 50 years old and well beyond the end of their useful life. (1) Gymnasium AHU is 26 
years old and approaching the end of its useful life. Current air distribution is poor.  Provide new RTU's to 
heat/cool/ventilate gymnasium. Provide new ductwork to properly distribute air throughout the gymnasium. 
 
Existing pneumatic controls are in poor condition and rooftop units are controlled by standalone thermostats. Provide 
complete DDC system to enable energy saving operation and remote monitoring. 
 
Replace   (2) Carrier 5 ton RTU's are 21 that are 23 years old and at the end of their useful life. Currently serving Fitness 
500 and Computer Lab 400. 
 
Locker room AHU is 50 years old and beyond its useful life. It provides heating only and no outside air ventilation - it 
takes air from the gym and delivers it to the locker rooms.  Replace AHU with an RTU that provides heating, cooling, and 
provides outside air. Unit shall include a heat wheel for energy recovery of toilet and locker room exhaust. 
 
Vestibule at Entrance 14 contains the fire protection water service but has no heating source.  Provide heat to the 
vestibule to protect water piping from freezing. 



 
Hot water heating system in the original portion of the building is 50 years old and utilizes gate valves which are unlikely 
to close completely.   Replace old gate valves with ball or butterfly valves. Investigate condition of existing piping to 
confirm its fitness. 
 
Replace numerous RTUs throughout building. 
 
Mechanical 111 - 1968 Bldg.: Mechanical equipment water make-up in Boiler Room is not protected by a reduced 
pressure zone (RPZ) backflow preventer.   
 
Science Rooms 314 & 317 Fume Hoods: Faucet does not have a vacuum breaker. 
 
All Janitors Closets, Chemical dispensing equipment with a "Y" connection to sink faucet or equipment that utilizes a 
hand held gallon that can be submerged in sink are not code compliant. Both situations allow for faucet handles to be 
left on and create a cross connection. "Y" fittings on the service sink faucet render the faucet vacuum breaker 
inoperable. 
 
 

SECURITY UPGRADES   $656,467 
Girls Locker Room: Entrance door is split at deadbolt strike. Door is currently held together with stainless steel 
reinforcing plate preventing door from further damage. Gym Storage 501E: Wood doors are improperly hung by two 
hinges instead of three. Top hinge and closer is missing on inactive leaf and door is split at the face of the dead bolt latch 
and flush bolt latch at the top. Tops and edge of the inactive leaf is split and delaminating around the top flush bolt and 
deadbolt latch. Replace paired wood doors. 
 
Boys Toilet - 1992 add'n: original lightweight entrance door is antiquated, damaged and has the integral transfer grille 
kicked in and detached from door body. Door closer does not allow door to fully close and has no resistance to keep 
door seated into door frame.  Replace entire door and all hardware including push/pull plates, closer, hinges, and lock. 
 
Update building for keyless entry systems at each classroom during emergency conditions. 
 
Install parking lot lighting in north, west, and south parking lots. 
 
Replace existing emergency lighting units. 
 
 

CAPACITY  $5,530,300 
Original combined kitchen and serving room does not allow for efficient preparation and serving of lunchtime meals. 
Current facility has six (6) scheduled sections of lunch within a three hour period of time. Kitchen is over occupied for 
the use hazard level and undersized to house full kitchen staff, kitchen equipment, and two (2) serving lines for 113+ 
students per lunch period. Students must queue up within one-of-three main paths of emergency egress (located on 
various levels) which congests/blocks egress for the over occupied and undersized cafeteria located within a windowless 
centrally located area of the building; in addition to other impedances previously noted within the adjoining cafeteria 
and corridor space such as over occupancy.   
Recommendation: construct new kitchen and cafeteria space to house designated full-service kitchen/prep, serving, and 
seating areas located on the exterior of the building footprint to promoted direct exiting and eliminate occupancy 
restrictions, and other local jurisdiction violations from fire department and health department. 
 
Toilet rooms at the activities area are too small for the number of users during activities. They are also not ADA.  
Recommend enlarging and upgrading toilet rooms. 
 
 



 
INFRASTRUCTURE  $2,432,342 
Fixtures utilizing T8 lamps are in use in many spaces in the building.  Replace fixtures utilizing T8 lamps with LED fixtures 
and new energy code controls. When fixtures are replaced they have to comply with the new energy code and will 
require more controls 
 
Mechanical 111 (Boiler Room) - Junction boxes rusting and covers are loosely secured 
 
Provide additional wiremold raceways/power poles in Library and Computer Lab for technology use. 
 
Storage 204 - Panelboard are old and antiquated Federal Pacific panelboards. Company is out of business, parts are 
extremely hard to find, and is beyond estimated useful life based on IEEE standards. 
 
Inadequate emergency lighting units along egress and windowless rooms. 
 
Existing light fixtures are old and have inefficient lamp source. 
 
Backflow preventer at water service is installed at vertical position and not a RPDA type per IPC. Replace backflow 
preventer with a RPDA type and install in horizontal position. 
 
Throughout Building: Existing galvanized piping is deteriorating and has excessive amount of rust. Hot and cold 
galvanized piping is deteriorating and is no longer capable of sustaining potable water at required pressures. 
 
Abandon Plumbing Fixtures in Boys & Girls Locker Room - 1965 Addition, Boys - 1976 Addition: Abandon fixtures 
resulting in sections of unused piping ("dead ends").  Remove abandoned fixture and remove unused sections of piping 
back to mains. 
 
Kitchen 112 - 1968 Bldg.: Kitchen does not have grease interceptor. 

 
Mechanical 111 - 1968 Bldg.: Domestic hot water boiler and storage tank are deteriorating and beyond normal life. 
Replace domestic hot water system. 
 
Boys #1, Boys #2, Boys #4 and Boys #5, Multiple urinals are being served by a single automatic flush valve. 
 
Throughout Building, (3) Electric water coolers were not working. 
 
Throughout Building. At all existing lavatories, plastic flexible supplies are unreliable and water temperature is not 
protected by an ASSE 1070 thermostatic mixing valve.  Remove plastic flexible supplies with chrome plated rigid copper 
supplies and provide point of use ASSE 1070 thermostatic mixing valve at each fixture. 
 
Classroom 107 - 1968 Bldg.: Sinks do not have solids interceptor to prevent waste piping from becoming plugged. 
 
Miscellaneous hot water heating elements in original area of the building are 50 years old and beyond their useful life 
including convectors, cabinet unit heaters, and suspended unit heaters. 
 
(7) Lennox RTU's are 15 years old and approaching the end of their useful life. (1) assumed to be 15 ton serving the 
Library, (1) 12.5 ton serving the Cafeteria, (1) assumed to be 6-ton serving Computer 116A, (3) 5-ton serving classrooms 
115, 110, 108A/108B, (1) 3-ton serving Library offices. 
 
(5) Carrier RTU's serving 2001 Administration addition are 17 years old and near the end of their useful life. One of each: 
17.5 ton, 15 ton, 7.5 ton, 5 ton, 3 ton. 
 



Exterior soffits: soffit overhangs are construction and cladded of transition panels that contain asbestos materials. 
Approximately 50% of these panels are either cracked, chipped or fractured to some degree of damage; whereas in 
other conditions, the panels have shifted and opened joints allowing insect or weather infiltration.  Replace original 
transite panels with prefinished metal panel rain screen systems. 
 
Corridor 1992 wing: flooring tile is cracking along joints and starting to loosen and fracture. Tiles will eventually release 
fragments and whole pieces of tile causing tripping and slipping hazard along the main egress corridor. 
 
Boys Toilet, 1968 (cafeteria): Flooring has been patched around the floor drain and has become a tripping hazard. Sinks 
appear to be original and have been repaired repeatedly by opening wall from the opposite side and covered with 
plywood and drywall. These materials do not conform to this construction type and do not provide the prescribed fire 
separation between the adjacent storage room. Room is also not ADA compliant.  Recommendation: reconstruct wall 
and replace sinks with wash fountains; update toilet room for ADA. 
 
Room 116: Ceiling tile and grid is discolored and yellowed and appears to be heavily soiled due to high humidity within 
the room.  Recommendation: replace ceiling grid system and replace with moisture and sag resistant ceiling tiles. 
 
Boys Locker Room: lockers are damages with dented end panels and tops, and some storage lockers are missing doors; 
some lockers are held shut with a zip-tie to prevent use. Girls lockers are becoming structurally separated from the 
concrete curb and are able to topple over. Recommendation: repair lockers and budget for replacement in 5 to 10 years. 
 
Classroom Window Systems: at 1998 addition the overhead insulating panels have become displaced within the glazing 
track of the framing and have allow vertical opening to become exposed allowing water infiltration into the building. 
Frames have been improperly sealed with masking tape that has since pealed away exposing the joints again.  
Recommendation: remove and replace window seals and rest panels. 
 
Stage/Auditorium/Gymnasium: masonry knee walls are in a consistant state of disrepair as moisture transmittance has 
migrated from under the concrete slab of the stage creating the wall to spall. 

 
 
21st CENTURY  LEARNING  $2,123,362 
LRC - Existing Computer lab is obsolete and adjacent book storage is not efficient. These two spaces are at exterior walls 
with windows.  Request is to demo these rooms and bring in more space and light to the LRC. Additionally, this would 
allow for Next Generation library renovation and provide space for collaborative study and/or a maker's lab.  
 
Provide 21st Century/Next Generation General Classroom Spaces - all classrooms.   
 

 
PROGRAM ACCOMMODATION  $3,208,939 
Gymnasium - The layout does not accommodate a competition court with adjacent bleachers. Bleachers must be 
physically moved and then opened for spectators at the south court. This is a safety issue for maintenance staff and a 
scheduling issue for the school.  Possible recommendation is to expand the gymnasium and better plan for spectators at 
a competition gym. Unknown solution and cost at this time. 
 
Toilet rooms within the 1968 original building are small, inefficient use of toilet facilities with inadequate number of 
fixtures; and non-accessible. 
 

 
 

 
 



MAINTENANCE AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY  $1,954,244 
Entrance 19: vestibule does not have a dedicated heat source and is currently insufficiently heated from LRC controlled 
by thermostat within main area of LRC. 
 
Boys + Girls Toilets, South, 1968 (lecture room): sink is very loose from wall; ceiling tiles are mixed type (std & MR); toilet 
partition assemblies have lost most of the hardware and panels are separated from pilasters; and stalls are too short for 
grade level they serve; flooring is heavily soiled and grout is blackened; tile wall base is chipped and cracked. 
 
 
Boys & Girls Locker Rooms: Flooring is starting to come up along seams and at thresholds of doors and between 
dissimilar flooring materials and is becoming a tripping hazard. Recommendation: replace flooring throughout locker 
room liquid urethane flooring. 
 
Main entrance corridor: repair quarry tile surfaces inside entrance vestibule #2 and outside board room door 120B 
where tile has cracked and spalled. 
 
Entrances 17 & 18: Entrance does not have vestibule doors to prevent high heat and airconditioning loads on building 
systems.  Recommendation: install vestibule doors at entrances 17 and 18 in accordance with ICC Energy Codes. 
 
Boys & Girls Locker Rooms: shower room is being used as a storage space and no longer used as a shower facility.  
Recommendation: remove showers and recapture space as a storage room with access from the gymnasium. 
 
Boys & Girls Locker Rooms: Are not handicapped accessible from the public without accessing rooms through the 
gymnasium; nor do they provide handicapped facilities. Make ADA compliant. 
 
Room 208: within main instructional room and storage room homemade shelving has been constructed of nonfire rated 
lumber and plywood. Shelving within main instruction space has splintered and become knarled along edges. Storage 
shelving in storage closet is higher than 10-feet tall and requires an extension ladder to reach over-sized and awkward 
equipment and instruments on upper shelves. Shelving is made of lumber and plywood that is not fire rated and 
precariously assembled. Sheet music storage shelving is also homemade of non-fire rated plywood and has warped and 
sagged as it has aged.  Recommendation: remove all homemade shelving units and provide modular storage equipment 
that meets the specified flame spread ratings for storage equipment. 
 
Corridors 4 & 5 ("blue wing"): Lockers are original and are showing signs of severe wear and tear. Doors are rusted, 
shelving, bottoms, and sides are kicked in and in most cases rusting.  Recommendation: repair shelving and perform 
routine maintenance on locks and all moving parts. Anticipate full replacement within 5 -10 years. 
 
Auditorium: room does not have a sound system to suit the acoustics or functionality of a production stage.  
Recommendation: Upgrade acoustics for audience space. 
 
Board Room 120: Carpeting is starting show signs of wear along the seams.  Replace within 3-5 years. 
 
Replace Main Office: Carpeting througout general office is heavily soiled and worn along traffic patters and seams. 
 
Roof Repairs will be required to maintain integrity of the roof. 
 
Throughout Building - 1968 Bldg. & 1976 Addition: Plumbing fixtures are deteriorating, do not work effectively, are 
cracked, and are not the water conservative type. 
 
No emergency lighting unit to illuminate egress path away from building. 
 
Rooms don’t have occupancy sensors to control lighting when room is occupied or vacant. Provide occupancy/vacancy 
sensors for energy savings. 



 

 


